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President’s Message
It is Springtime in Victoria and the sun is shining and the trees and flowers are all in bloom. Our
thoughts turn to touring and swap meets!
Your Swap Meet Committee had a meeting last week out at the Fairgrounds to plan this year’s
event. When they come calling for volunteers, please give the Club a little of your time to help out
on June 23rd at our annual event. We will need people to help at the gate, parking cars and working
in the Concession. Thank you for your help!
Touring season gets under way with our April Tour. We have selected the weekend of April 19, 20
and 21st for a trip to Port Alberni and a ride on the MV Frances Barkley out to Bamfield and
back. Please contact me for details if you are interested in coming along on our tour. Then a small
group of members will be going to the May Tour in Kamloops from May 9 to 13th. We are planning
to stay overnight along the way there and back. Please call me if you want to travel with our group.

Paul Taylor,
Chapter President.

First New Vehicle in Kamloops - 1907 IHC Motor (Auto) Wagon
Article by Don Stevens
I thought our Chapter members might be interested in this old photo. In a way, it helps explain
why I have always been interested in cars; and in particular, interesting older ones. The photo
shows my grandfather, Will Stevens, at the wheel of his first car, when he was a grocer in Kamloops. The store is in the background. In later years, he moved to Victoria, and for a while ran a
grocery store at the corner of Gladstone and Fernwood, before resettling again in Vancouver,
where he operated a garage on Fourth Avenue West: Stevens Service Garage.
The purchase of this 1907 International Motor Wagon was a pretty daring move in those days.
He used it for more than moving groceries. A year or two later, it was the first motor vehicle to
make it up the wagon road to Lac Le Jeune. He drove it for about five years, before replacing it
with an EMF, which just about killed him in a rollover. After a long recovery period, he bought
Studebakers before moving on to McLaughlins. His last car was a ’28 Dodge, which I remember
quite well.
International Harvester Company of Canada Ltd., Hamilton, started up in 1907, the year this
Motor Wagon was brought to Kamloops from a dealer in Edmonton. They built the high-wheeled
“Auto Wagon” plus regular cars and of course, farm machinery. The Wagons were built to 1912.
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Hearts and Flowers – February Sunday Run
Appropriately labelled Hearts and Flowers for February, Paul and Liz Taylor brought us the hearts
disguised as chocolate treats and flowers as streets on the first part of our route. No roses on this
day but we did have Marigold, Tulip and Violet as a part of our bouquet.
Here’s a quick look at this Sunday run, by the numbers: The date was 17-2-13, with 41 people, 24
memberships, 17 vintage cars, a “few” moderns, 1 Dodge Viper, 28 right turns, 13 left turns, 22
miles, 1 hour and 5 minutes, 1 municipality and numerous refreshments. Then of course there
were the unforgettable experiences and memories.

Going Green - March Sunday Run
Go Green. If not then just go with the flow. In this case our flow was the route and destination selected by Dolores and Don Stevens. This St. Patrick’s Day tour took us on some familiar roads but
for most of us there were roads less traveled and roads not previously traveled. After the 16 miles
of meandering along roads, that ranged in traffic conditions from fairly busy to plain old quiet we
ended at John King’s for an interesting tour of his garage and keepsake museum. It was great to
see the 1951 Chevrolet hardtop that John will soon finish and of course his other cars. At the end
of this great visit we drove the short distance to Bill Mattick’s Restaurant at the Cordova Bay Golf
Course and enjoyed the compulsory treats.
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Our Trip Through Elmo, Montana
Article by Rita Green

It was in the ‘80’s that George and I decided to sign up for an international meet that was being held in Calgary. We were packing the DeSoto and George asked if we should pack an axle
with us, I said, “Will it fit in the trunk?” George replied that it would. Did he have a premonition? George had told me that the Chrysler Products were not known to break the axles, but
he decided that as a precautionary note we should take the spare. As being an old time mechanic he liked to be prepared.
We enjoyed the Tour very much and met some wonderful people at the meet as well as everywhere we stopped for a coffee or an overnight stay. We left Calgary driving down through
Cardston Alberta, through to Babb and the Logan Pass to West Glacier, Whitefish and Kalispell. We branched down to Hwy 93 looking for Junction 28. I had missed it so I turned the
Desoto around and just as we entered Junction 28 the car’s left back wheel did a terrible
crunching sound and didn’t move again. We were not in a good location so George was trying
to figure out where he could push the car onto level ground. Just then an older red truck with
California Plates and two young fellows stopped and asked if we needed some help. Yes
please, we need to push the car on this piece of level ground. So the fellows, George and I
managed to push the car there and jack it up to have a look at the wheel. The fellows stuck
by, as George diagnosed that lo and behold the axle had broken! (Spooky eh?) He easily
pulled the wheel but had difficulty getting the hub off and needed a wheel puller.
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So the two young fellows said there was an EXXON Station a ¼ mile away and they would see
if they had one, but I needed to go with them. I quickly joined these two fellows in their truck
and immediately my heart sunk!! (I had my cash, ½ of Georges’s cash as well as his 2 metre
Ham Radio with me, and thought what if they don’t stop and keep on going, it’s bye-bye Rita)
So I was on my guard and I just put my trust in these two young fellows. They took me to the
station but there was no wheel puller, and we were sent ¼ mile up the road on the other side
of the Junction to ask an old time Logger Mechanic. My latest Good Samaritan jumped in his
Volkswagen Beetle and buzzed up to see George, and towed our DeSoto into his garage. We
offered the two guys from California some cash for helping us but they refused and were on
their way.
This logger mechanic was very good, did all the work in his garage, and took George to the
nearest town, Polson, for a wheel bearing. We were fed lunch and his wife took me into town
to see their new Church and to do a bit of shopping. It took 5 ½ hours before we were back on
the road again.
So we have met some wonderful people along the way on all our trips. George always said it
was my driving that broke the axle, and I know it wasn’t; it was metal fatigue that did it.

Vinettes on 35th Anniversary
They are well into their 35th anniversary year and continuing to gather “social traction” every
month. After all of these years serving the Victoria Chapter the Vinettes have a plan now to
focus on fun. And eating!
To start their new year they gathered at the home of Helen and Tom Fisher on December 29 to
provide their fondest wishes in the celebration of the Fisher's 60th wedding anniversary. December 28, 1952 was the wedding date.
In January there was a gathering at Lorna Steer's new condominium and that activity included a delicious lunch. Then on February the venue was R&R Diner, complete with its
theme of classic and rods. So to keep the momentum the Vinettes scheduled a luncheon on Saturday March 16. They had their own room at the Princess Mary Restaurant at West Bay Marine Village. Lunch was not the priority for this gathering, as the enjoyable conversations are
high on the agenda. After all it’s important for them to enjoy the present and plan the future
gatherings as the 35 years of friendship must be fully maintained.
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My Chrysler Model 52 restoration
Article and pictures from David Pollock
David recently received his 25 year membership and in his thank you to Jane Thomas he included a
picture of his recently completed 1928 Chrysler. He kindly responded to my request for a story and
forwarded this article and the pictures. Ed.

This is a Chrysler Model "52", the low line offering for Chrysler Corp in 1928. Mine was among the last of its kind,
the serial number suggesting it was tenth from the end in June 1928.
An improved "52" became the Plymouth in July 1928. Chrysler 52s featured four-wheel hydraulic brakes and full
pressure engine oiling. All roadsters came with High Compression cylinder heads.
A few automobiles of the twenties were still in daily service in the early fifties. Most were at the end of their useful
life and were of limited use on faster roads but to me they were fascinating machines.
It had been my ambition since about age ten to restore a car of this era and it would need to have certain features. These included a four-cylinder engine, wood spoke wheels, a vacuum fuel delivery system, drum-type speedometer and a tank mounted exterior fuel gauge. These were features that fascinated me as a child. My options in
1983 were limited by financial constraints and a limited supply of such cars.
It came down to a 1927 Chevrolet and the 1928 Chrysler that you now see fully restored.
My Chrysler had seen service as a farmer's truck, with three wheel brakes and three tires that held air, one headlight, but with a lot of other parts missing. It cost me $300 in July 1983.
On the plus side, the engine still turned and the sheet metal that remained was in good shape. Someone told me,
"You can't restore that!" --Possibly the same person who first saw my 51 Plymouth convertible---
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So I did, but not without help. There are a lot of people who need to be thanked, but the man who
did the woodwork deserves the most credit. Norman Arnold, a master craftsman, looked upon the
project as a challenge.
The wooden wheels and the steering wheel are the only visible signs of his work. In the twenties,
auto bodies were often framed with wood. This Chrysler used a Fisher body, similar to GM. They
were intended to last ten years.
That there were enough original pieces left to make patterns for reconstruction was a miracle indeed. My Chrysler's wooden body frame is superior to what it had when new. Better materials and
better glue.
Swap meets and good luck yielded the necessary parts. Bob Miller gave me the correct radiator
cap. Bob Thursfield sold me a rebuilt vacuum fuel supply tank that has performed without fault for
over 20 years. I visited two other owners and took many detail pictures of their cars. One, a ‘28 in
Montreal, and another, a 27 in Oregon.
I first drove this Chrysler in skeletal form in 1990. After that thrilling experience, the steel body
panels that were needed were hand fabricated by me, these included the doors and the deck lid. I
decided that if I painted it in black any faults would be revealed and then later on I could correct
them and maybe change the colour. I have since decided to leave it black. A dark blue highlight on
the sides would look nice, but dark blue, while a popular colour was not available on Chrysler roadsters. Mine was pea green originally.
I do not mind saying it looks pretty good, especially with the gorgeous leather interior and tan top
done by Geoff Horsfall of Duncan. All I ask is that no one else tells me that I can't restore something. From this point onward, I will have to agree with them.
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Spencer’s 1931 - Story material and pictures from Norrie Spencer
With editor’s participation.
This 1931 Model A has personality, an authentic type A personality. Norrie Spencer bought
“Camie” in 1957 and hauled the
acquisition home from Deep
Cove complete with the leaking
head gasket, the rear-end gears
that didn’t match, a radiator
shell from a 1932 car, 1932
headlights probably from that
same ’32 Ford and 33/34 wire
wheels from another partnered
Ford. And to bring up the rear
there was a crop of wheat
sprouts growing in the trunk.
That summer of 1957 Norrie installed a Model B engine and
continued with repairing the body, ready for painting. This was one of Gary Cunningham’s
first paint jobs at his dad’s Shell station at Elk Lake. The paint used was brilliant Dulux
enamel Sierra Gold Metallic. Next in line was the interior and crafted with wood hand tools,
African mahogany plywood was carefully installed. Complimenting this was the durable and
beautiful seating that sported naugahyde upholstery. Camie was complete, and just in time to
provide first-class transportation for Norrie attending Victoria College and U.B.C.
The Model A went into semi-retirement during the three years that Norrie taught in Surrey.
As well there was an additional sideline for the car, as Norrie and Rose were married, then
kept busy with three sons and building a house in Broadmead. This was also the time when
parts were collected for work on the car that would take place sometime in the near future. On
top of all the family and work commitments there was the 1931 AA half-ton truck and camper,
and Rosie the ‘32 red pickup that can be seen at various farmer’s markets and outdoor activities.
(cont’d on page 9)
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Then for the ‘31 coupe there came a ten-year restoration, including the stock body in a base
clear coat paint Cobra Drab and Chickle Drab, with Tacoma Cream wheels and feature striping.
This restoration included numerous safety upgrades to the car, featuring hydraulic brakes, radial tires, 12 volt wiring with quartz and L.E.D. lighting, and three point seat belts. Don
McCron and Pat Hoole professionally handled the engine work. Now, after all of these years
“Camie” was obviously more personable, driveable and valuable.
After a half-century of ownership, Norrie sold the ’31to a Model A fan in South Delta and the car
is now further complemented when touring with an owner built small tear-drop trailer, complete
with wheels matching the car.

A Book Review - By Hap Shapley
Book Title: Engines of Change, A History of the American Dream in Fifteen Cars
Author: Paul Ingrassia, Winner of the Pulitzer Prize
Published: 2012
My daughter gave me this book for my birthday. I have enjoyed it almost as much as the new
sheepskin slippers that I received from my wife.
The author traces the evolution of the auto industry, its impact on America’s culture and the impact of the culture on the auto industry by highlighting the rise, and sometime fall of fifteen car
models. He starts with the Ford Model T and ends with the Toyota Prius. Along the way he discusses the first car that featured “style”, the 1927 La Salle, the war
of the tailfins in the fifties, the muscle cars, the VW and Corvair,
the damage and good caused by Ralph Nader, and the impact of
Honda.
There also is a good amount of humor in the book. For example, in
the chapter titled “The BMW 3 Series; the rise of the yuppies and
the road to arugula” the author talks about DINKS (Double Income,
No Kids) of which some became ORCHIDS (One Recent Child.
Hideously In Debt) and some of them became SITCOMs (Single Income, Two Children, Oppressive Marriage). I remember this passage because my daughter is a DINK and drives a 1999 BMW convertible.
The book makes it obvious that Paul Ingrassia is a talented writer,
has done his research well, and lets the chips fall where they may. I
highly recommend it to anyone who likes vintage cars.
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Lighting The Way – Fisher Farm’s Model A
Family and friends arriving at Tom and Helen Fisher’s property on Happy Valley Road receive
a very unique greeting these days --- and nights. Adjacent to the driveway leading to the
house there’s a 1930 Model A Ford, sheltered by a big cedar tree, waiting to greet incoming vehicles. In darkness a motion sensor signals the headlights to full beam, illuminating the driveway on electricity that is supplied by household current. There is no draining of the battery on
this car. Not possible really, because there’s no battery!

The change to electrical power isn’t the only alteration to this vehicle. Look in the engine compartment and you will find a generous amount of space, as the engine is gone. Also missing are
the transmission, interior seating and some other regular items. Have a good look at the picture and you will understand why it is impossible to enter the car through the rear doors.
This “restoration” took only one month after most of the car arrived from Duncan. The idea
for this special item came from Powell River as Tom and Helen had sighted a similar project
when they were on a car tour in that area. There was a lot of work to be completed after they
received the car and Tom gratefully accepted the expert advice and skills of his son Mark.
Mark completed all new woodwork for the car and after they had applied new and “borrowed”
sheet metal Mark complimented the required painting with creative striping.
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How about those tinted windows? Yes, the windshield is tinted however the side and rear
“windows” are created by painted plywood. The car is finished with decent tires, an original 1930
plate on the front and a custom RETIRED plate at the back of the car. There is a special addition to
the car and that is the sensor that is attached to the front bumper. This triggers those 120-volt
headlights to brightly light the driveway as vehicles approach from fifty feet away in the darkness.
This is truly a beacon of motoring light and it must very satisfying to have this Model A as a greeting day and night. Congratulations to the Fisher family.

All finished after
only one month of
restoration work.
Ready for driveway
lighting duty.
A night light of great
stature.
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Chapter Happenings:
Governor’s Meeting and Annual General
Meeting
Meetings - Tuesday April 2
- Tuesday May 7

Sunday runs - Sunday April 14
- Sunday May 19

The next Governor’s Meeting is at 10am on Saturday April 13 in Merritt. Our Governor Brent
will be there, so plan to join him.
Also the Annual General Meeting follows the
Governor’s Meeting.

FREE
OFFER

Volunteer positions are available “free” for our annual Swap Meet.
Your Victoria Chapter Swap Meet is the major event for both enjoyment and revenue for the Chapter. To fulfill both opportunities
there is a need for all members to participate. For prime volunteer
positions please contact Bill Bouchard for outdoor positions and Liz
Taylor for inside concession, by phone or email. June 22 and 23 are
the dates.

For Sale: 1963 Acadian Hardtop, 6 cyl. Great shape
please contact Bill or Joy Cassidy 250-384-6711

Join the Taylor Tour, April 19, 20, 21 for the drive to Port Alberni, two
nights hotel, and a round-trip onboard the Frances Barkley for Bamfield.
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